You name it.
We can do it.
Tender
Tender is another opportunity for you to create a competitive situation without stating a listing
price. You set the terms, conditions and the deadline and prospective buyers have the opportunity
to put forward their most competitive offer. Offers can be subject to conditions and do not have
to be unconditional like at an auction. When you offer your property for sale by Tender everyone
with an interest to purchase must seal their offer (tender) in an envelope and deposit it with us by
a predetermined date and time. All tenders are then opened together allowing you to choose
and/or negotiate with the one most favourable to you. The date may not be changed.

Deadline Sale
A Deadline sale is similar to a tender however not as formal. It is a highly effective method of
bringing one or more offers to a head for you to view. Because Deadline sale is another method of
marketing without a price it can increase the number of enquiries, inspections and opportunities
assisting in obtaining the very best price for your property. Often Multi-offer situations can arise
which is a process of a purchasers being informed that they must put their best offer forward.
Marketing is usually accompanied by Unless Sold Prior and the date and time may be changed
should you receive an early offer.

Exclusive Listing
When you list exclusively, you put your trust in one organisation and that agency takes on sole
responsibility for the sale of your home. At Harcourts, we make sure we earn your trust before we
ask you to list exclusively with us and we make sure that we fulfil our responsibilities. It's a promise
Harcourts are proud to deliver.

No Price* - this method invites buyers to negotiate with you upwards of your market expectation
without a price barrier. Buyers will see your property and decide what they are willing to pay.
This method of marketing can attract 2-3 times the number of potential buyers.
*Recommended for 2-3 weeks.

Priced - the property is marketed at a price that is acceptable to the seller. When marketing with
a set price it is extremely important to determine the right figure from the start. Overpriced
properties take longer to sell and do not attract the optimum number of potential buyers to
create competition.
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